
Footprints – Best Play School in India

Ranking top in best playschools in India, Footprints is a modern play school chain that

follows the HighScope program. The Footprints looks beyond the traditional early child

care and training methods to create a holistic environment of fun, education, growth,

and learning for your little ones. Counted amongst the best pre-schools in India,

Footprints is not just a play school but the right parenting partner for your kids.

Why Playschools Are Important

Playschools play a critical role in developing the individual personalities of little kids

and giving them an edge in social, pre-academics, and general life skills. A good

playschool near you would also help in the development of a child’s emotional and

intellectual sides. The right playschool for kids provides opportunities that enable the

little ones to learn in interesting and engaging ways. Going to the best playschool is

important as it helps kids in building a positive association with inquisitive learning in

the form of fun activities and guided play.

Going to play schools also helps the kids in dealing with separation anxiety before

enrolling in the regular schooling system and building language & motor skills early.

The playschool experience also builds a sense of community and kinship in kids at a

young age that helps them navigate life in the future. Topping the list of best pre schools

in India is Footprints, which with its unique model will teach your kids all of this and

more.

Why choose Footprints

With a presence in over fourteen cities in India, Footprints is the best playschool in

India that you could ask for your kids. Established by IIT-IIM alumni, Footprints

follows the US-based preschool curriculum called HighScope that it has introduced in

the country. This makes Footprints one of the top play schools nursery for kids.

This scientifically developed playschool curriculum allows mentors at Footprints to

support the holistic growth of your kids. It is based on contemporary findings on

Human Brain Development and is proven to produce children with significantly better

health, relationship-building skills, and employment skills.

You should choose Footprints as the playschool facilities include freshly cooked meals,

transportation for pick & drop, weekend childcare, and monthly reports. All Footprints

premises are CCTV-enabled and send the live feed of classrooms directly to the parents’

phones. The playschool prepares daily and monthly reports for a child’s performance,



helping the parents to better understand their natural skills and likings. It helps the

parents to provide better facilities and opportunities to their kids in domains they could

naturally excel in.

Footprints branch near me

Your repeated Google search on ‘best playschool near me’ can end at the Footprints

doors. The Footprints is currently present in fourteen cities – Bengaluru, Chennai,

Faridabad, Ghaziabad, Greater Noida, Gurgaon, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kanpur, Kolkata,

Lucknow, New Delhi, Noida, and Pune. To find the nearest Footprints branch, visit the

location finder page on the Footprints website and visit your city.

The parents can visit the Footprints branch near them to take a look at the sprawling

premises that include vibrant indoor and natural, green outdoor spaces. The facilities at

Footprints, the best playschool in India are world-class. The staff takes special care of

the hygiene and safety of the place.

Footprints Play School Timing

All Footprints branches serve the kids between 9:30 am and 12:30 pm. Footprints Play

School timing is designed to give the best attention to your kids. The time will be spent

by your tiny tots in an inclusive and welcoming environment doing fun activities and

learning necessary life skills. Stimulated by thoughtfully prepared classrooms, and

guided by a gifted faculty, Footprints inspires the kids by their own curiosity, interests

and tendencies.

Best Playschool Fees: Footprints

Footprints enrol kids who are more than nineteen months of age in its playschools and

have a 1:05 teacher-child ratio. The facilities and curriculum are crafted following global

standards and all of the staff & teachers are trained in advance for maximum efficiency.

The fee structure is designed keeping these factors in mind. Footprints' fee structure can

be requested by filling in simple details on the Footprints website including your contact

details and location.

Meta Text:

Footprints is the best playschool in India with branches across all major cities. The

schools have CCTV-enabled classrooms that follow the HighScope curriculum.

Meta Description:

https://www.footprintseducation.in/branches


Footprints top the list of best playschools in India best suited for kids between 19 & 40

months. They give a nice base for learning life skills in CCTV-enabled rooms.


